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Central Oregon Recreation – Demand is High and Increasing

Populations that visit Central Oregon for 
recreation are growing

Transient Room Tax dollars from visitors 
to Central Oregon are increasing
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Federal funding for recreation is challenged

Essential non-recreation 
expenses for the USFS are 
increasing, such as fire 
suppression ($000s)

So USFS recreation funding is 
forced to decline.

The Rising Cost of Wildfire Operations: Effects on the Forest Servicesʼs 
Non-Fire Work. USFS. 2015
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National forest revenue is in decline, while expenses increase

Timber harvests (and 
revenue) across Oregon, 
including Deschutes 
County, have steadily 
declined.

ECOnorthwest with data provided by Oregon Department of Forestry.
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New dedicated funding sources are needed

The USFS is funding the 
IFNF program to help 
design and implement 
new, generally local, 
funding and stewardship 
programs for national 
forests
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▪ What are the recreation benefits and and who are the beneficiaries 
for Central Oregonʼs national forests?

▪ What are the funding needs to support these uses?

▪ What are the available funding sources?

▪ Who should pay, and how?

Study Research Questions
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Communities near Deschutes NF and Ochoco NF
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Deschutes NF and Ochoco NF Trail Density
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Trail miles by activity type 

Deschutes NF

Ochoco NF
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Deschutes NF trail miles within 60 minutes of communities

Trail miles are relatively consistently accessible from DNF 
communities
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Populations of DNF communities (2020)

But DNF communities vary dramatically in size
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DNF Trips by Activity Type (2021)

Hiking and biking are the most common trail activities on 
DNF
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Trail miles per 1000 trips by activity, DNF

Hiking trails are the most scarce type per trip
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Trail miles per user miles, DNF

Biking trails are the most scarce per mile
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Location data reveal visits concentrated near communities
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Scarcity of trails near population centers

▪ Hiking and biking trails near population centers (Bend) are the 
most abundant trail type 

▪ Trail trips and inventory suggest hiking and biking trails near 
population centers are the most scarce relative to demand.
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Millions of annual trips on DNF

120,000 trips on ONF in 2021
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Visitors are primarily local and Willamette Valley
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$100s of millions of user value annually on DNF

$12.4 million annual on ONF
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Extensive economic contribution of DNF recreation
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$ millions needed annually for DNF recreation
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Regional leadership interviews

▪ Tourist tax revenue is contributing $ millions annually for 
tourist-related infrastructure, including trails

▪ Local communities see burdens from public lands with houseless 
camps, wildfire risk, visitor impacts on infrastructure

▪ Gaps in stewardship, governance, public services, infrastructure 
funding
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Lessons for funding

▪ Annual benefits and impacts $100s of millions, costs $ millions

▪ Locals in population centers capture much of the benefit.

▪ Resources near population centers are scarce.

▪ Visitors are contributing to funding.

▪ Local contributions will likely need to expand. Local volunteers do 
provide substantial support.


